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Highlights: 

 The phase of neural oscillations modulates neural responses and behaviour 

 We test the ability of different methods to detect such a phase effect 

 We test how this ability changes with nature of effect and experimental 

parameters 

 Results represent groundwork for future investigations of oscillatory phase effects 
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Abstract 

The question whether perception or other processes depend on the phase of neural oscillations is a 

research topic that is rapidly gaining popularity. Importantly however, it is unknown which methods 

are optimally suited to evaluate the hypothesized phase effect. Using a simulation approach, we here 

test the ability of different methods to detect such an effect and reject an absent one. We reveal optimal 

methods for different parameters that characterise the phase effect or depend on the experimental design 

to test for it. We demonstrate that permutation-based methods perform better than parametric ones for 

all of the simulated parameters. The identity of the optimal parametric method varies with several 

parameters, in particular with the number of phase bins chosen for the analysis and the width of the 

phase effect. In contrast, the identity of the best permutation-based method is unaffected by changes in 

the simulated parameters. In sum, our study lays a foundation for optimized experimental designs and 

analyses in future studies investigating the role of neural phase for behaviour and neural function. We 

supply MATLAB code that can be used to identify the ideal method (among all of the methods tested) 

for a specific scientific hypothesis and set of experimental parameters. 

1. Introduction 

Neural oscillations are cyclic variations in the excitability of neuronal ensembles. The oscillatory phase 

indexes the instantaneous state of excitability (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004) and hence  correlates with 

neuronal firing in intracranial recordings (Kayser et al., 2015). The phase of neural oscillations 

estimated using non-invasive methods such as electro- or magnetoencephalography (EEG/MEG) has 

been shown to influence human perception and other aspects of cognition (shown schematically in Fig. 

1A). For instance, in both visual and somatosensory systems, the detection of a near-threshold stimulus 

and the ability to distinguish two rapidly presented stimuli correlate with EEG/MEG phase (Ai and Ro, 

2014; Baumgarten et al., 2015; Busch et al., 2009; Milton and Pleydell-Pearce, 2016; Ronconi et al., 

2017). In these studies, stimuli are often presented at an a-priori unknown, random neural phase in each 

trial; this leads to the possibility of testing how performance depends on the phase of spontaneous (i.e. 

stimulus-unrelated) oscillations extracted post-hoc from concurrent EEG/MEG recordings. 

An alternative paradigm exploits that neural oscillations align to rhythmically applied input (termed 

neural entrainment; Lakatos et al., 2008). In such studies, the stimulus phase serves as a surrogate for 

oscillatory phase. Similarly to the studies described above, changes in perception and other processes 

are assessed as a function of the presumed neural phase. However, as the phase is imposed externally 

in each trial, it is under the control of the experimenter, and often only a small number of phase values 

is tested. Apart from sensory rhythmic stimuli (Henry and Obleser, 2012; Hickok et al., 2015; Keitel et 

al., 2017; Mathewson et al., 2012; Spaak et al., 2014), a commonly used entrainment stimulus is tACS 

(Herrmann et al., 2013; Riecke and Zoefel, 2018; Zoefel and Davis, 2017). For instance, it has recently 

been shown that both the neural responses to speech and speech comprehension depend on the phase of 

tACS relative to the speech rhythm (Riecke et al., 2018; Wilsch et al., 2018; Zoefel et al., 2018).    

Irrespective of the exact paradigm used, a question common to all the studies described above is whether 

and how perception or other measures are influenced by neural phase. To test this, one common 

statistical approach is to compare performance across trials grouped into phase bins using parametric 

tests (Baumgarten et al., 2015; Busch et al., 2009; Chakravarthi and Vanrullen, 2012; Neuling et al., 

2012; Ng et al., 2012; Riecke et al., 2015a, 2015b, 2018; Wilsch et al., 2018; Zoefel et al., 2018; Zoefel 

and Heil, 2013). However, individuals are often found to differ in their “preferred” phase (defined as 

the phase observed to yield the participant’s maximum performance; see Fig. 1A and 2A; e.g., Busch 

et al., 2009; Riecke et al., 2018). Consequently, simply averaging performance as a function of phase 

across participants can lead to phase cancellation effects at the group level and reduce the detectability 

of an effect. A common solution to this problem is to report data from the phase bins that are re-aligned 

relative to the preferred phase in each participant. However, the performance for the phase bin used for 

alignment is trivially the maximum at the group level. This bias makes it mandatory to exclude this 
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specific phase bin, and therefore reduces important phase-related variance from subsequent analyses of 

the aligned data. Moreover, whether the participant’s maximum performance is optimal for alignment 

or other approaches are more appropriate is still unclear. 

A second common statistical approach is the use of non-parametric, permutation tests: Here, the 

observed data is compared with a surrogate distribution, designed to simulate outcomes due to random 

fluctuations in the data (i.e. the null distribution). This distribution can, for instance, be constructed by 

repeatedly shuffling performance labels (e.g., “hits” vs “misses”) and re-running the original analysis 

on the permuted datasets (Busch et al., 2009; Dugué et al., 2011; Hanslmayr et al., 2013; Ng et al., 

2012; Ronconi et al., 2017; Strauß et al., 2015; ten Oever and Sack, 2015; Wutz et al., 2016).  

It is currently unclear which of these statistical approaches is optimal for detecting effects of oscillatory 

phase on behaviour. In addition, it has become increasingly evident that neural oscillations are not 

perfect sinusoids (Cole and Voytek, 2017; Jones, 2016). Consequently, certain characteristics of a 

“genuine” effect of oscillatory phase (as shown in Fig. 1A), and how they affect our ability to detect 

such a phase effect, remain unknown. Indeed, one important question is whether there is one statistical 

approach that will be optimal for all forms of data.  

In this study, we conducted Monte-Carlo simulations to determine how reliably each of several different 

statistical methods can detect an oscillatory modulation of performance (and reject an absent one). We 

tested how two sets of parameters impact the sensitivity of these methods: Parameters that describe the 

nature of the phase effect and reflect underlying neural processes (effect size, width, and asymmetry; 

see Fig. 1 and Material and Methods), henceforth termed neural parameters, and parameters that 

depend on the specific experimental design, termed experimental parameters. The latter include the 

number of trials (𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠) and the number of phase bins (𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠) used in the analysis, and a binary 

distinction between the two alternative paradigms described above (i.e., experiments in which phases 

are sampled randomly and sorted post-hoc [termed randomly selected] or controlled experimentally 

using sensory or electric stimulation [termed imposed externally]). Finally, we contrasted the two 

categories of statistical methods described above (parametric vs non-parametric, permutation-based 

methods). Together, the results of our simulations serve to guide researchers in choosing the most 

appropriate method to detect oscillatory phase effects in future experiments. 
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Figure 1. A. Definition of neural parameters. B. Simulated values for neural parameters. These parameters produce different 

effect shapes that can be sinusoidal (asymmetry: 0, total width: 100%) or not. Note that effect size is identical for all of the 

blue curves shown. For one exemplary combination of asymmetry and total width, all possible effect sizes are shown in brown.    
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2. Material and Methods 

Scripts to run the simulations and analyses, as well as the simulated data, are available in the 

following repository: <link will be provided upon acceptance>. 

2.1 Simulating experimental data 

We explored how two sets of parameters affect the ability of different methods to detect oscillatory 

phase effects: Neural parameters, which characterize the nature of the phase effect, and experimental 

parameters which describe the design to test for the phase effect. We first created a detailed model of 

the phase effect, based on simulated neural parameters (see Neural Parameters). We then sampled this 

effect in a simulated experiment, based on simulated experimental parameters (see Experimental 

Parameters). For each combination of neural and experimental parameters, we simulated 1000 

experiments in which a phase-induced modulation of performance is present. In addition, we simulated 

1000 experiments in which this effect is absent. Each of the simulated (2 x 1000) experiments consisted 

of data from 20 virtual participants. We then applied various methods (see Statistical Methods) to the 

simulated data and tested, for each method, how many of the 1000 experiments involving an effect were 

correctly identified as such (true positives, or hits) and how many of the 1000 experiments involving 

no effect were incorrectly labelled as an effect (false positives, or false alarms). For each of the 

simulated combinations of parameters, we were able to define a method that is optimally suited (among 

all of the methods tested) to detect a phase effect (see Evaluation of Methods).   

2.1.1 Neural parameters 

To create a detailed model of phase effects, we defined a performance value (hit probability or similar) 

for phase values spanning a full oscillatory cycle and spaced equidistantly in steps of 1.875 degrees, i.e. 

192 performance values over a full cycle. How performance varied with phase depended on the 

simulated neural parameters, as described in the following and shown in Fig. 1.  

(1) Baseline performance: For all experiments, the average hit probability across phase was chosen to 

be 50% (reflecting, for instance, the probability of detecting a randomly presented near-threshold 

stimulus). Using other baselines (e.g., a baseline of 0% might be more adequate if performance is 

quantified as the difference between stimulation and sham conditions in the case of tACS) did not 

change the outcome of these simulations.  

(2) Preferred phase: For experiments with a phase effect present, a phase value was chosen randomly 

as the peak of a positive deflection from baseline performance (again, with a resolution of 1.875 degrees, 

i.e. there were 192 possibilities). The phase bin π (or 180°) away from the positive peak was chosen as 

the peak for the negative deflection. Note that the preferred phase was the only parameter that varied 

between individual subjects within each experiment.  

(3) Effect size: Effect size was defined as the area between baseline performance and either of the two 

(positive or negative) deflections. We chose area (rather than, for instance, the distance between positive 

and negative peaks) as our measure of effect size as it takes into account the modulation of performance 

in all phase bins (rather than only peak performance). We assumed that a phasic enhancement of 

performance (i.e. phase values yielding better than average performance) have a matched counterpart 

of phase values leading to impairment of performance (i.e. worse than average performance), as 

explained by VanRullen and McLelland (2013). Consequently, phase effects were constructed in such 

a way that the area under the positive deflection was always identical to that under the negative 

deflection. We tested effect sizes that correspond to a peak-to-peak modulation of between 4% and 20% 

(in steps of 4%) for a sinusoidal effect. 

(4) Total width: The width of a deflection (𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑠 for the positive deflection, and 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑔 for the 

negative deflection) was defined as the number of phase values covered by the deflection relative to the 
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total number of phase values (192). In practice, 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑠 and 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑔 were altered by compressing 

the positive and negative half cycles of a sine wave, respectively, so that they cover the desired amount 

of phase values (Fig. 1B). The total width of the phase effect was defined as 𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑠+ 

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑔. We simulated total widths of 50%, 75%, and 100%. Note that, assuming a constant effect 

size (area under the deflection, see effect size above), a reduction in total width results in an increase in 

peak amplitudes, as visible in Fig. 1B.  

 (5) Asymmetry: Asymmetry was defined as  

𝑎𝑠𝑦𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦 =  
𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑝𝑜𝑠 −  𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑔

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑔
 

Note that negative or positive values of this parameter reflect a broader negative or positive deflection 

respectively. We simulated asymmetries between -2 and 2, in steps of 1. Again, note that, assuming 

constant effect size, a change in asymmetry results in change in peak amplitudes, as visible in Fig. 1B.  

2.1.2 Experimental parameters 

In the context of a typical empirical study, neural parameters are not under the researcher’s control 

because they concern the neural mechanisms by which phase effects are reflected in behaviour. 

However, researchers have a range of options available in choosing an experimental protocol by which 

phase effects on behaviour are measured; we therefore simulated various versions of such a protocol. 

In each simulated experiment, a virtual stimulus was presented at a specific neural (or electrical) phase, 

and an outcome (e.g., “hit” or “miss”) was determined from the detailed phase effect model for each 

trial. The phase effect (Fig. 1) was thus sampled from the model using a specific combination of 

experimental parameters (described below), leading to a performance profile (hit probability) as a 

function of phase for each virtual participant (Fig. 2A). We simulated our data at the trial level as 

follows: For each trial, a phase was selected (in two different ways, depending on the parameter study 

design described below), and the outcome (“hit” or “miss”) of the trial was determined from detailed 

phase effect model, that is, based on the hit probability associated with the phase: 

if rand(1) >= 1-p(hit, phase), then outcome = “hit” 

otherwise: outcome = “miss” 

where rand corresponds to a random value drawn from a standard uniform distribution and p(hit, phase) 

is the hit probability for a given phase in the model. Note that this hit probability (i.e., the detailed phase 

effect model) depends on the chosen neural parameters (see (1) to (5) above). For instance, in the 

example shown in Fig. 1A, a stimulus presented at phase -π/2 would have the probability of 60% of 

being detected (hit), whereas stimulus presented at phase +π/2 would have a 40% hit probability. From 

the set of simulated trials, average performance (hit probability) was quantified for each phase bin 

(shown in Fig. 2A). Note that simulated data for single participants will include random variability (or 

“noise”) depending on the number of trials sampled and other parameters described below. To define 

and test various experimental protocols, we systematically varied the following experimental 

parameters: 

(6) 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠: The number of trials in total was either 192, 384, 768, or 1152. Note that the simulated data 

(Fig. 2A) increasingly approximates the “true” effect (Fig. 1) with increasing number of trials. 

(7) 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠: The number of phase bins used for the analysis was 4, 6, 8, 12, or 16. Even though 

electrophysiological data (EEG/MEG) can in theory be analysed using an indefinite number of phase 

bins (because stimuli are presented at a-priori unknown, random neural phases), this is rarely the case 

in practice: In typical analyses, data is sorted into phase bins in order to increase the number of trials 

per bin and, consequently, statistical power (indeed, some of the methods below crucially rely on a 
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finite number of phase bins). Similarly, a limited number of phase bins are typically tested in studies 

where the phase is imposed externally (e.g., tACS) because of practical limits on the number of trials 

that can be tested for each participant. 

(8) Study design: We tested two common paradigms for how phases were selected for each trial (see 

Introduction). In the first paradigm (randomly selected), phases were randomly selected in each (virtual) 

trial (with 192 possible phase values as described above). In the second paradigm (imposed externally), 

a small number of phase values was tested. In this case, we assumed that the tested phase values 

corresponded to the centres of the phase bins used for the analysis (see parameter 7).  

Together, we simulated 2 x 1000 experiments (effect present and effect absent) for all combinations of 

neural parameters (effect size x total width x asymmetry) and experimental parameters (𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 x 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠 

x study design).  

 

 

 

Figure 2. A. Six exemplary simulated subjects for a given combination of (neural and experimental) parameters. Note that the 

preferred phase for performance differs across participants. B,C. Parametric (B) and permutation-based (C) methods that were 

included in the present study, due to their high sensitivity or popularity in the literature. Most parametric methods compare 

performance across phase bins. In this case, average performance across 20 exemplary participants is shown, with individual 

preferred (or non-preferred, depending on the method) phases aligned at the centre bin (open circles). An exception is the 

method SINE FIT VS 0 (5) which involves the fit of a sine wave to individual, phase-aligned data (the corresponding panel 

shows such an individual fit). For permutation-based methods, alignment was not necessary as results can be compared with 

a surrogate distribution. For these methods, all panels show data for a single exemplary subject. All panels in B and C show 

example simulated performance as function of phase, apart from method ITC (8), where observed phase distributions are 

shown for hit and miss trials (observed data and surrogate distribution). See Statistical Methods for further details.    
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2.2 Statistical methods 

Phase effects (e.g., a phasic modulation of performance) can be assessed with various statistical 

methods that can be divided into two broad analytical categories: Parametric methods and non-

parametric methods (permutation tests). We conceived and evaluated 20 methods (10 parametric and 

10 non-parametric, permutation-based methods) extracting different measures of the phase effect. Each 

of these is described in detail in the Supplementary Material. In order to keep the paper as concise and 

clear as possible, here we only report results for methods (1) if they have been used in previous studies 

or (2) if we identified them here as the most sensitive (“winning”) method for at least one combination 

of parameters. These criteria led to the selection of 5 parametric and 3 permutation-based methods, 

which are shown in the Results section of this article and are therefore described in detail in the 

following. These methods are also illustrated in Fig. 2B (parametric methods) and 2C (permutation-

based methods). 

2.2.1 Parametric methods (Fig. 2B) 

This section describes the measures of phase effect that were extracted with the different parametric 

methods. Statistical testing of these measures was done with one-tailed repeated-measures t-tests unless 

otherwise stated. 

1. MAX-OPP: Align maximum performance of individual participants to the centre bin, phase-wrap the 

remaining bins, then analyse data across participants. Since data from the centre bin is trivially maximal 

it cannot be used for subsequent analyses. However, performance in the phase bins adjacent to the centre 

bin should still be larger than that in the bin opposite to (π or 180° away from) the centre bin. Therefore, 

test whether average performance of the two bins adjacent to the centre bin is higher than performance 

of the opposite bin. This method is a slight modification from one that was applied by, e.g., Riecke et 

al. (2018). In Supplementary Materials, we describe a variant of this method in which data is aligned to 

minimum performance (MIN-OPP). 

2. MAX-ADJ: Same as (1), but test whether the average performance of the two bins adjacent to the 

centre bin is higher than the average performance of the two bins adjacent to the bin opposite (π or 

180° away) to the centre bin. This method was used in, e.g., Riecke et al. (2018). Note that this method 

cannot be used for designs with only 4 phase bins. 

 

3. MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP: Same as (1), but subtract performance in the opposite bin from the 

average of the two bins adjacent to the centre bin to compute difference d1. Then repeat the previous 

steps, but after aligning individual data based on the minimal performance. Again, subtract 

performance of the opposite bin from the average of the two bins adjacent to the centre bin, now to 

compute difference d2. If a phase effect were present, we would expect a positive value for d1 and a 

negative value for d2. However, rather than comparing each of d1 and d2 to zero (as in MAX-OPP), 

we test whether d1 is greater than d2. 

 

4. MAX-OPP-AV VS MIN-OPP-AV: A variation of the MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP method used for 

designs in which there are 8, 12, or 16 phase bins. In this case, N bins adjacent to the centre bin (e.g., 

if N = 2, one bin to either side of the centre bin) are used to determine d1, and M bins adjacent to and 

including the opposite bin (e.g., if M = 3, the one bin to either side of the opposite bin plus the opposite 

bin) are used to calculate d2, where  

 

N = (𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠-2)/2-1 

 

And 

 

M = (𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠-2)/2 
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Thus, as an example, in the case of 16 phase bins, 6 phase bins adjacent to the centre bin (3 to either 

side) are used to calculate d1, and 6 phase bins adjacent to the bin opposite to the centre bin (3 to either 

side), plus this opposite bin, are used to calculate d2. For 8 phase bins, the method is very similar to its 

original MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP method, with M being the only difference between the two (N=2 

for both versions, but M=1 for the original version, and M=3 for the variant). 

 

5. SINE FIT VS 0: Align performance that deviates most strongly from average performance (i.e. 

maximum or minimum performance) at a centre bin. Phase-wrap the remaining bins. Flip the sign (i.e. 

multiply by -1) if the bin used for alignment corresponds to a minimum. Fit a sine wave to the data, 

excluding the centre bin and restricting the phase of the fitted sine wave so that its peak corresponds to 

the position of the omitted centre bin. Extract the amplitude of the fitted sine wave and compare it 

against 0 in a group-level analysis. Note that the amplitude of the sine wave can assume negative 

values, corresponding to a flipped sine wave with the trough at the position of the centre bin. An 

amplitude of 0 is therefore our null hypothesis. A similar method was used in Zoefel et al. (2018). 

2.2.2 Permutation-based methods (Fig. 2C) 

Unlike the parametric methods described above, the following methods are based on a comparison of 

original (simulated) data and a surrogate distribution constructed by randomly reassigning trial 

outcomes in single participants. In all cases, the surrogate distribution was constructed by randomly 

assigning trial labels (“hit” or “miss”) to phase bins, thereby abolishing any effect of phase bin that is 

present, and then applying the proposed statistical method to the permuted data. This procedure was 

repeated 100 times, resulting in a surrogate distribution consisting of 100 outcomes that can be 

compared with the single outcome obtained from the original, non-permuted data. This comparison 

resulted in statistical (z-) values, according to: 

z = (d-μ) / σ 

where z is the z-transformed effect size for the observed data, d is the observed data, and μ and σ are 

mean and standard deviation of the surrogate distribution, respectively. The effect observed was 

considered reliable if the z-value exceeded a critical value (z = 1.645, corresponding to a significance 

threshold of α = 0.05, one-tailed). 

6. DIFF-NEIGHBOURS: For each subject, compare the average of N neighbouring phase bins with the 

average of the N opposite phase bins (π or 180° away). Identify the largest difference between these 

two groups of phase bins from all possible comparisons and average across subjects. Compare this 

averaged difference with a surrogate distribution. 

7. SINE FIT: Fit a sine wave to the individual subject data, with phase and amplitude as free parameters 

(i.e. unconstrained). The frequency of the fitted sine wave corresponds to the oscillatory frequency of 

interest (i.e. a single cycle in a typical experiment). Sine wave fits are achieved by running a discrete 

Fourier Transform on simulated data (e.g., shown in Fig. 2A) and extracting the first non-DC output 

component as the amplitude value. Compare the average amplitude of this sine wave with a surrogate 

distribution. This method was used in Zoefel and VanRullen (2015) and Zoefel et al. (2018). 

8. ITC: For each subject, extract the phase from hit and miss trials and calculate phase consistency 

across trials (inter-trial coherence, ITC) for each trial category, then sum the two ITC values: 

𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = | 
1

𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠
∑ 𝑒𝑖(𝜑ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠(𝑛))

𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑛=1

| + |
1

𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
∑ 𝑒𝑖(𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠(𝑛))

𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

𝑛=1

| 
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Where 𝜑ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠(𝑛) and 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠(𝑛) is the phase observed in trial n of all hit trials (𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑡𝑠) and miss trials 

(𝑁𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠), respectively. Compare 𝐼𝑇𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 with a surrogate distribution. This corresponds to the Phase 

Opposition Sum (POS) method described in detail in VanRullen (2016) and used in several studies by 

the same group and others (cited in the original paper). The reasoning is that under the hypothesis that 

the average phase for hits and misses differs, the phase consistency across trials should be higher if 

determined for hits and misses separately than for a mix of the two. Other variants of this method exist, 

all comparing phase distributions for hit and miss trials; as one of the most sensitive variants 

(VanRullen, 2016), POS is used here as a representative approach in this category. 

2.3 Evaluation of methods 

Each of the methods described in the previous section was applied to the 2 x 1000 experiments, for each 

parameter combination. For an experiment with an effect present, if the applied method yielded a 

significant effect (P-value < α = 0.05), this was counted as a correct detection. For an experiment with 

effect absent, if the applied method yielded a significant effect, this was counted as a false alarm. The 

hit rate was computed as the number of correct detections observed, divided by the number of 

experiments with effect present (1000). Analogously, the false alarm rate was computed as the number 

of false alarms observed, divided by the number of experiments with effect absent (1000). The 

sensitivity of a method to detect an effect was quantified using d-prime, the standardized difference 

between hit rate and false alarm rate: 

d’ = z(hit rate) – z(false alarm rate). 

For each combination of parameters, the method yielding the highest d-prime was identified and defined 

as the “winning” method. 

2.4 Split-data methods for phase alignment (only in parametric methods) 

In all of the parametric methods tested, the phase bin used for alignment cannot be included in 

subsequent analyses as it is trivially an extremum. We tested whether the sensitivity of parametric 

methods can be improved if this data loss is avoided. We repeated our simulations, but used a certain 

percentage (25%, 50%, or 75%) of the data to estimate the preferred (or “non-preferred”, for the 

alignment based on minimum performance) phase of each participant. This phase was then used for 

alignment in the remaining part of the data. Only the latter data including all phase bins was used to test 

for phase effects. Critically, as the phase for alignment was determined in an independent dataset, no 

phase bin needed to be excluded in this case. The selected methods were modified as described below 

to exploit this fact. On the other hand, this procedure can reduce the number of trials used to test for 

phase effects (depending on the percentage of the data used to estimate preferred phase).  

Modifications of the methods described in Section 2.2.1: 

1a. MAX-OPP: Test whether performance of the centre bin is higher than that of the opposite bin (π or 

180° away from the centre bin). 

2a. MAX-ADJ: Test whether performance of the centre bin is higher than that of the two bins adjacent 

to the bin opposite (π or 180° away) to the centre bin. 

3a. MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP: d1 and d2 are calculated by subtracting performance in the opposite bin 

from the centre bin. 

4a. MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP-AV: The centre bin is included in N as defined above, i.e. N = M. 

5a. SINE FIT VS 0: Include the centre bin in the data used for the sine fit. 
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3. Results 

3.1 Effects of experimental parameters 

We first pooled across all neural parameters, and revealed the method with the highest sensitivity for 

each combination of experimental parameters. In Fig. 3, the identity of these winning methods is shown 

(as a number in each cell), together with their sensitivity (color-coded). We observed that sensitivity 

increased monotonically with 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠. Although less critical than 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠, sensitivity in parametric 

methods was modulated by 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠, with lowest sensitivity for 4 bins, and highest sensitivity for 12 or 16 

bins (depending on 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 and study design). Permutation-based methods were largely unaffected by 

𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠. It can also be seen that permutation-based methods generally outperform parametric methods. 

Study design (randomly selected vs imposed externally) did not strongly affect the ability to detect 

phase effects. Together, these outcomes show that the highest possible sensitivity to detect phase effects 

can be achieved by using (1) permutation-based methods (if appropriate), (2) a relatively high 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠 

(especially for parametric methods), and most importantly (3) a high 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠. 

 

 

Figure 3. Highest possible sensitivity (i.e. highest d-prime among all methods tested; color-coded) and the corresponding 

optimal method (number in each cell) to detect phase effects, separately for all experimental parameters tested and for 

parametric vs permutation-based methods. Values were averaged across all neural parameters before maximal sensitivity was 

determined. 
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The identity of the optimal method to detect phase effects for specific combinations of experimental 

parameters is already indicated in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4, we show sensitivity separately for different methods, 

and illustrate how the identity of the winner method depends on experimental parameters. Results are 

shown only for the experimental parameters that most strongly affected the identity of the optimal 

parametric method (𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠 and study design). The three permutation-based methods (Fig. 2C) did not 

differ in their sensitivity, irrespective of the simulated (experimental or neural) parameters. For Fig. 4, 

sensitivity was therefore averaged across these methods. Although not an experimental parameter, we 

also show results as a function of effect size, in order to demonstrate its positive effect on sensitivity. 

Fig. 4 shows that SINE FIT VS 0 is the parametric method that performs well in all scenarios. For some 

combinations of experimental parameters, MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP (for lower 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠) or MAX-OPP-

AV VS MIN-OPP-AV (for higher 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠) can be superior (these exceptions can be extracted from Fig. 

3). The superiority of permutation-based methods (black lines) is again visible, in particular for medium 

effect sizes and lower 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠. 

3.2 Effects of neural parameters 

Next, we investigated the effect of neural parameters and their interaction with experimental 

parameters. In Fig. 5, we again show sensitivities of winning methods and their identities, but for 

different combinations of neural parameters. As already observed in Fig. 4, sensitivity to detect phase 

effects was strongly modulated by effect size. Sensitivity was highest for symmetric shapes, but this 

effect was more pronounced for parametric methods. Finally, sensitivity was modulated by total width, 

with highest sensitivity for narrow effects. However, note that effect size was kept constant for different 

widths, resulting in higher peak amplitudes for narrower effects (due to effect size being defined based 

on area rather than peak amplitude; see Materials and Methods). Our results therefore suggest that high 

peak amplitudes are more important to detect phase effects than broad effects.     
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Figure 4. Sensitivity of different methods to detect phase effects, for various combinations of 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠, study design, and effect size. Effect size corresponds to a peak-to-peak modulation of 

performance for a sinusoidal shape (100% total width, asymmetry 0). Note that MAX-ADJ is not defined for 4 phase bins, and MAX-OPP VS MIN OPP AV is not defined for 4 and 6 phase bins. 

The black line shows the average sensitivity across the three selected permutation-based methods (DIFF-NEIGHBOURS, SINE FIT, ITC), as these performed virtually identically. 
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Figure 5. Highest possible sensitivity and corresponding optimal method to detect phase effects, separately for all neural 

parameters tested and for parametric vs permutation-based methods.  

Fig. 6 again shows sensitivity separately for the different parametric methods, and for the average of 

the three permutation-based methods. In addition to effect size, results are shown for combinations of 

the two parameters that most strongly affected the identity of the optimal method: 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠 and total width. 

Sensitivities were averaged across relatively broad effects (75% and 100%) as results were very similar. 

Again, we observed that SINE FIT VS 0 is the parametric method that performs well in all scenarios. 

A noticeable difference are narrow effects (50% total width) for which MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP is the 

optimal method (in particular for 6 and 8 phase bins). For broader effects, the sensitivity of MAX-OPP-

AV VS MIN-OPP-AV seems to increase with 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠, eventually becoming the winning method for 12 

or more phase bins. Permutation-based methods again outperformed parametric methods for all 

combinations of parameters. 

In addition to results described here, we provide MATLAB code which determines, for a given 

combination of neural and experimental parameters, the optimal method (from our pool of methods) to 

detect phase effects, along with the corresponding sensitivity (<link will be provided upon 

acceptance>). 
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Figure 6. Sensitivity of different methods to detect phase effects, for combinations of 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠, total width, and effect size. For conventions, see caption of Fig. 4.  
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3.3 Effectiveness of split-data methods for phase alignment  

We also tested whether the sensitivity of parametric methods can be improved if individual preferred 

phases are estimated from a subset of data that is used exclusively for this purpose; these estimates were 

then used to align and test for phase effects in the remaining part of the data without the need to exclude 

the aligned phase bin (see Materials and Methods). Fig. 7 compares the ability of these split-data 

methods to detect phase effects (“split-data”) with other approaches, including the standard ones 

described here (“full dataset” for parametric methods, “permutations” for permutation-based methods).  

We found that the split-data approach did not improve the sensitivity of parametric methods. That is, 

the availability of all trials for all but one phase bin outweighs the possibility to analyse performance in 

all phase bins based on a possibly smaller overall 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠.  

It is theoretically possible that the preferred phase of individual participants is known beforehand (e.g., 

from other experiments) so that phase effects can be tested based on a complete recorded dataset 

(without sacrificing parts of it to estimate this preferred phase). Indeed, when we assumed that this 

phase was known, enabling data alignment without the necessity of excluding phase bins in the dataset 

used to test for phase effects, sensitivity was improved as compared to our standard parametric 

approach. However, sensitivity was still lower than that observed for permutation-based methods.    

 

Figure 7.  Highest possible sensitivity (i.e. highest d-prime among all methods) for split-data methods and other approaches. 

Results are shown for simulated experiments of 384 trials each (using other 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 did not change results). Sensitivity was 

averaged across all other parameter combinations before maximal sensitivity was determined. “Split-data”: The dataset was 

split, with one part used to identify the preferred phase (the percentage of data used for this purpose is indicated), the other to 

test for actual phase effects across all phase bins. “Full dataset”: The preferred phase was estimated in the same dataset that is 

used to test for phase effects, but the phase bin used for alignment was excluded from the test (i.e. the standard approach in 

this paper). “Known beforehand”: The preferred phase was known beforehand (in our case, estimated in another independent 

dataset of 384 trials) and used to test for phase effects across all phase bins without the necessity of data exclusion. 

“Permutations”: Equivalent sensitivity for permutation-based methods (i.e. standard approach). Note that results for “full 

dataset” and “permutations” correspond to the sensitivities shown for parametric and permutation-based methods in Fig. 3, 

respectively, averaged across 𝑁𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠 and study design, and for 384 trials. 
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4. Discussion 

There is a growing body of evidence for a rhythmic component of human perception and behaviour 

supported by neural oscillations (Benedetto et al., 2016; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; Landau and Fries, 2012; 

VanRullen et al., 2011; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2017). Correspondingly, there is an increased interest in 

investigating how certain measures of performance (from the detection of simple stimuli such as pure 

tones, to more complex tasks such as speech comprehension) vary with the phase of ongoing neural 

oscillations (e.g., Baumgarten et al., 2015; Busch et al., 2009; Henry et al., 2014; Henry and Obleser, 

2012; Ng et al., 2012; Riecke et al., 2018, 2015a, 2015b; Strauß et al., 2015; Zoefel et al., 2018; Zoefel 

and Heil, 2013; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015). However, to date, it has been unclear which methods are 

the most effective for detecting effects of neural phase on behaviour (with the exception of a 

comprehensive evaluation of methods involving the comparison of two phase distributions, in 

VanRullen, 2016), and studies have used an arbitrary selection of different analysis procedures.  

Parametric vs Non-Parametric Statistical Approaches 

Here, we show that many of the most popular parametric approaches to analysis of this sort of data are 

not necessarily the best. In all our simulations, we found optimal sensitivity for non-parametric, 

permutation-based methods in which the observed data is compared with a surrogate distribution.  One 

of the most popular methods in the literature is based on testing for differences in phase consistency 

between hit and miss trials when analysed separately compared to when analysed as a whole (ITC; used 

in, e.g., Busch et al., 2009; Dugué et al., 2011; Hanslmayr et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2012; variants of this 

method are summarised in VanRullen, 2016). The simulations reported here show this to be indeed 

among the most sensitive methods. Another method that we found to perform well used the amplitude 

of a sine wave fitted to the data as a proxy for the magnitude of phase effects (SINE FIT; used in Zoefel 

et al., 2018; Zoefel and VanRullen, 2015), whereas a third good method was novel and involved 

systematic comparison of performance between groups of neighbouring phase bins (DIFF-

NEIGHBOURS).  

Non-parametric methods not only perform better than parametric methods, they also seem to perform 

in a relatively stable manner across almost all the neural parameters tested here. Hence, the use of these 

methods does not require researchers to make a-priori assumptions about the specific nature of the phase 

effect. On the other hand, non-parametric methods are often more computationally demanding than 

simpler, parametric analysis methods. The outcome of non-parametric tests can also be relatively 

abstract (e.g., a single value reflecting the degree of phasic modulation of performance) and they may 

not so readily allow the visualization of performance as a function of oscillatory phase. Perhaps most 

critically, randomly re-assigning trials to conditions (as required for the construction of a surrogate 

distribution) might be problematic where it violates counterbalancing of stimulus materials. Shuffled 

data can include additional, item-wise variation (which is controlled in the original counter-balanced 

experimental data) and thereby lead to invalid results. Thus, although we recommend the use of 

permutation-based methods to analyse phase effects, it needs to be ensured that the fundamental 

assumption of permutation methods – that trials can be randomly exchanged between conditions – is 

met for the particular experiment that is being designed.    

Perhaps for these reasons, then, many studies analyse their data by aligning the maximum1 of individual 

data to a common phase bin, and using repeated measures parametric statistical tests to compare 

performance in the remaining bins. This can be done by comparing average performance in bins 

                                                           
1 Note that, in principle, using the minimum (instead of the maximum) for alignment is an equally valid approach. 

Due to our assumption that a phase effect always consists of two peaks (a maximum and a minimum), methods 

based on minimum-alignment (e.g., MIN-OPP) performed similarly to equivalent methods based on maximum-

alignment (e.g., MAX-OPP). An exception is for asymmetric neural profiles:  MAX-OPP was often superior to 

MIN-OPP if the peak amplitude of the positive deflection was larger than that of the negative one, and vice versa. 
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adjacent to the bin used for alignment with that in the opposite bin or in those adjacent to it, using t-

tests2 (MAX-OPP or MAX-ADJ; used in this or similar form in Riecke et al., 2015b, 2015a).  

In our simulations, we found that a more sophisticated alignment procedure (MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP, 

and its variant MAX-OPP VS MIN-OPP AV; neither of which have been previously used in the 

literature) as well as a method involving the fitting of a sine wave (SINE FIT VS 0; used in Zoefel et 

al., 2018) can improve sensitivity to detect phase effects relative to the other parametric methods tested. 

These methods involve fewer statistical tests, require less computational effort and can offer more 

intuitive results. However, their ability to detect phase effects was not only reduced as compared to 

permutation-based tests, but establishing which of these three alternative methods is optimal can be 

hard to establish in advance. Our simulations show that the choice of optimal method depends on the 

nature of the underlying phase effect (i.e. neural parameters) and the researcher’s methodological 

decisions (i.e. experimental parameters). While the latter are easy to control (within limits of participant 

time and tolerance), the former depends on neural and anatomical variables that at this time cannot be 

specified in advance.  

In the future, we might be able to estimate the shape of the “true” phase effect by combining data 

obtained in many independent studies investigating a similar question with comparable methods. 

Nevertheless, the shape of neural oscillations seems to depend on many different factors, such as the 

brain regions involved in a task or the presence of certain neurotransmitters (Cole and Voytek, 2017). 

It is therefore likely that these factors also influence the shape of the phase effect, and that this shape 

deviates from the often assumed perfect sinusoidal shape. As long as neural parameters remain 

unknown, we recommend choosing a parametric method that performs well for all possible scenarios, 

i.e. the optimal method identified when averaging across all neural parameters (illustrated in Figs. 3 and 

4). Finally, we note that the recommendations we give here can only be considered valid for the different 

parameters and parameter ranges tested, and assumptions made. For instance, it seems logical that 

enhanced performance at certain phase bins (relative to average performance) has a counterpart in phase 

bins leading to impaired performance (VanRullen and McLelland, 2013). Some neural parameters (e.g., 

asymmetry) were inspired by the notion that neural excitability (and therefore also the shape of neural 

oscillations) directly translates into behaviour (Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Lakatos et al., 2005; Peelle 

and Davis, 2012), but there is thus-far only limited experimental evidence for this assumption. In 

particular, the interaction between neural processes and externally imposed current (e.g., tACS) might 

lead to other, potentially more complex, effect shapes.  

Optimising the detection of phasic modulation or enhancement/impairment of behaviour 

The methods presented here serve to detect a modulation of performance or behaviour by the phase of 

neural oscillations. If present, this modulation should reflect both an enhancement and impairment of 

performance relative to the average across all phases (VanRullen and McLelland, 2013). However, if 

neural oscillations are perturbed either by rhythmic sensory or electrical stimulation, it can be 

interesting to determine whether behaviour is enhanced, impaired, or both (but at different phases), as 

compared to an unstimulated, or sham condition (Riecke and Zoefel, 2018). Future studies could 

explore optimal statistical methods for this purpose. This is important for potential practical applications 

of non-invasive brain stimulation that seek to enhance or impair behaviour rather than to produce both 

enhancement and suppression. 

                                                           
2 Other studies simply compare performance across all phase bins (apart from that used for alignment) using 

ANOVAs (e.g., Baumgarten et al., 2015; Busch et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2012; Zoefel and Heil, 2013). This 

approach is non-optimal since it does not take into account the hypothesized cyclical shape of the phase effect 

(i.e., it predicts a difference between phase bins, but, in contrast to MAX-OPP and MAX-ADJ, not the identity 

of the bins that are maximally different). We therefore decided not to describe it in detail here; however, we 

confirmed in simulations that its sensitivity is indeed lower than that for the majority of the methods tested (data 

not shown). 
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We found that the most crucial experimental parameter for the overall ability to detect phase effects 

(i.e. without necessarily influencing the identity of the best method) is the number of trials, not the 

number of phase bins. Given this, it seems advisable to prefer simpler experimental designs with a 

relatively high number of trials. Perhaps not surprisingly, we further observed that the most important 

neural parameter is the size of the hypothesized effect, which also improved sensitivity in a linear 

fashion, especially in the range of effect sizes that is commonly observed (e.g., 5-15% peak-to-peak 

sinusoidal modulation of behaviour). The low sensitivity of typical experiments for weak phase effects 

(d-prime of 1 or lower) is particularly relevant for tACS studies in which the reported effect sizes are 

consistently small (Gundlach et al., 2016; Neuling et al., 2012; Riecke et al., 2018, 2015a, 2015b; 

Riecke and Zoefel, 2018; Wilsch et al., 2018; Zoefel et al., 2018). Transcranial brain stimulation has 

recently been exposed to pronounced criticism, challenging its efficacy to manipulate neural responses 

or behaviour (Lafon et al., 2017; Vöröslakos et al., 2018; but see Ruhnau et al., 2018). Our results 

suggest that the inconsistency of results might be partly due to the insensitivity of popular statistical 

methods to detect weak effects on behaviour. We anticipate two potential solutions to this problem: 

improving the (1) sensitivity of analysis methods (as proposed in the present paper) and/or (2) 

improving the efficacy of stimulation protocols (i.e. increasing neural effect sizes). It has recently been 

suggested that effect sizes might also be increased by adapting stimulation protocols to individual 

participants, as discussed elsewhere (Romei et al., 2016; Thut et al., 2017).  However, these methods 

intrinsically depend on optimal measurement of stimulation effects on behaviour and hence are 

probably best built on simulation evidence like that presented here. 

Individualised stimulation protocols will also need to address the issue of different preferred phases 

across participants (e.g., Busch et al., 2009; Riecke et al., 2018). The exclusion of the aligned phase bin 

in parametric methods might explain the observed superiority of permutation-based methods which do 

not require excluding any data. This could be taken to mean that parametric methods can be further 

improved if we avoid this data exclusion. However, we found that dedicating a subset of the collected 

data to estimating preferred phases is not helpful compared to excluding data from the preferred phase 

in a single analysis (Fig. 7). Nevertheless, we also show that sensitivity of parametric methods can be 

enhanced if preferred phases for individual participants are known beforehand (i.e. if no trials have to 

be sacrificed for this purpose). These phases could, for instance, have been determined in similar 

previous studies in which these or other participants have already participated. Of course, a crucial 

question that follows from this possibility is whether preferred phases are stable across individuals or 

studies. The answer to this question is currently unknown; thus, future studies are necessary, and 

considering the anatomical and functional determinants of preferred phases for behaviour remains an 

important topic for future investigation. 

The pre-registration of experimental paradigms and analyses is rapidly becoming an essential step in 

scientific research (Nosek et al., 2018). However, in particular the definition of detailed analysis plans 

is difficult in a young field of research lacking established routine procedures (Ledgerwood, 2018). The 

investigation of oscillatory effects of neural phase on behaviour is one such field in which a proliferation 

of analysis methods has challenged researchers seeking to pre-register their analysis protocols. We hope 

that our study provides important groundwork for pre-registration of tACS, EEG/MEG and other studies 

exploring the effect of neural phase on behaviour.  
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